question-answer session:

Phibbs speaks on Jandali, scholarships, priorities
by Anna Hibbard
"Everything about Jandali
that is known is out," said UPS
President Philip Phibbs last
Monday at the final
question-answer session of the
year.
He explained that
information was withheld until a
thorough investigation could be
made, "since a career is at
stake." And, he added, "it
seemed wiser on some areas not

to say anything since we might
get the facts wrong."
Phibbs inferred that monies
and student retribution were
two such areas in which facts
might get jumbled. But he did
state that an insurance company
has reimbursed the university for
its losses. Sometime in the near
future, Phibbs indicated, a
meeting with insurance company
officials and students involved in
the Winterim will be held to
make a settlement for student
losses.
University policies and

procedures hafd to be followed,
he emphasized, even though
they do take a long time. "One
reason it took so long to make
the final report was that we had
to locate him; he moved away
from Tacoma."
A student recreation center,
athletic scholarships, the UPS
bookstores, class reevaluation
forms and academic
achievements were also key
topics of questions encountered
by the president.
"Need" is the preferable
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method of financial aid
distribution, Phibbs stated in
answer to one student's
expressed dissatisfaction with
abundant athletic scholarships.
Phibbs insisted that it's much
fairer to distribute financial aid
on an individual basis than by
department:
"What I'm trying to do is get
a consistent goal across the
University based on need."
Phibbs reminded the meager
collection of students and
administrators in attendance,
that a student recreation center
was high on the list of university
priorities as outlined in the UPS
priority list released early this
year.
Puzzled about the reasons for
having two UPS bookstores, one
student received a history lesson
on the SUB from UPS financial
vice president Lloyd Stuckey:
"At the time this building
was built in 1954, all of the
merchandizing of books was in
one place," Stuckey stated. But
when the university expanded so

Students urged to guard texts
Students are encouraged to
exercise care in preventing thefts
of personal belongings and
textbooks. Particularily during
the latter weeks of the semester
such thefts become a threat to
students. In past years, student's
abilities to function
academically have been
jeopardized because their
materials have been lost or
stolen.
Individuals who deprive
others of textbooks, generally
attempt to sell the books to the
Bookstore during the Textbook
Buy Back. Such individuals, as
they attempt to do this in the
future, will be identified and
prosecuted through the Student

Senators dicsuss the ASUPS budget in Tuesday's 2 1/2 hour Senate Meeting.

Senate proposes budget revisions
An increased Student
Activity budget of $10,000 was
approved, proposed increases in
executive officers' salaries were
denied, and budget requests for
the Trail, Tamawanas, and KUPS
were tabled during Tuesday's
two and a half hour Student
Senate meeting.
The budget for Student
Activities, recommended by the
Finance Committee, was an
increase of $10,000 over last
year (from $29,620 to $39,540).
Part of the reason for the
increase, as Lyle Gelbach
(ASUPS President) explained,
was to bring a concert to the
UPS campus which would
provide quality entertainment
and put revenue back into
Student Activities.
In response to one senator's
objection, Gelbach stated,
* "$10,000 to you may sound like
alot of money and we may end
the year with $10,000 (activities
revenue), but we need that
money at our disposal to book a
particular group." The Student
Activities budget was then
passed as submitted.
The proposals for the Trail,
Tamawanas, and KUPS budgets
were tabled following a breech
in parlimentary procedure.
According to Article II Section 2
part (n.) in the Board of Student
Communications (BSC)
By-Laws, the proposed budgets
for media should have been
reviewed by the BSC before
reaching the Finance
Committee.
Consequently, the budgets as
originally proposed by the media
will be examined by the BSC,
and then submitted to the
* Finance Committee for their
recommendation to the Senate
on Tuesday May 27th.

The Senate voted against a
proposed increase in ASUPS
executive salaries. The ASUPS
President would have received a
$300 raise, and the Executive
Vice President and Business Vice
President a $250 raise each. The
increase denied were included in
the recommended budget for In
House Accounts. The revised In
House Accounts budget was
then accepted by the Senate.
The total budget given to
ASUPS for the Senate's
allocation is based on an
estimated average of 2,400

students paying $36 each in
ASUPS fees next year.
According to the Finance
Committee, projected
enrollment for 1975-76 is
approximately the same as it has
been in the recent past.
However, demands for services
and ASUPS monies have
increased, and funds have
undergone inflation, which has
forced the yearly $36 per
student fee to stretch
accordingly. How far it can
stretch will be determined at the
Senate meeting Tuesday evening.

Two scholarships will be
awarded to UPS women
The Federal Way Branch of
the American Association of
University Women, plans to
award two $500 scholarships for
the 1975-76 academic year to
women either presently enrolled
in a Puget Sound area university
or newly enrolled for the fall.
The following criteria will
apply:
The candidate must verify
she is in need of financial
assistance;
The candidate should be
from the Federal Way area.
The AAUW is particularly
interested in aiding a woman
who has experienced an
interruption in her education or
has decided that she requires
further training to achieve her
career objectives. It is willing to
consider a part-time student
who, because of extenuating
circumstances, is unable to
attend on a full time basis, but is

pursuing a degree.
These interests, however,
should not be construed as
limiting. The primary goal is to
help women students pursue
their education on a graduate or
undergraduate level.
The UPS Office of Financial
Aids will select up to three
candidates. Candidates should
apply by submitting a letter
answering the following:
Why the applicant is
attending school;
Immediate and long range
goals; and
A brief summary of
educational background, work
experience, and outside
activities.
The AAUW will interview the
candidates should there be a
need for clarification.
Deadline for receiving
applications is May 30th.

did its need for books, so the
separation is actually due to a
lack of space, he added.
"How important are the
student class evaluations?"
questioned one student
concerned that her lengthy
comments, criticisms and
compliments were being totally
disregarded.
Phibbs explained that the
evaluations are seriously
considered in conjunction with
departmental evaluations to
determine salary, and tenure, in
addition to making constructive
suggestions for improving UPS
classes.
"And," he added, "we are
trying to institutionalize the
evaluations—making it required
in every class."
Commending the law school
students and faculty for their
remarkable 91% passage of the
State Bar Examination, Phibbs
also congratulated the UPS
pre-med program on the 55%
medical school acceptance of its
students. The national average is
33%.

Court or otherwise reprimanded.
Each book sold through the
Bookstore is individually marked
and, thereby, identifiable.
A continuous missing book
file is maintained throughout the
year by the Bookstore staff.
Bookstore personnel and the
Safety/Security Department are
cooperating in preventing
further thefts and the selling of
stolen books.
Students can support these
efforts by immediately reporting
stolen books to the Bookstore or
Safety/Security when the
Bookstore is closed. Students are
especially encouraged to keep
their text materials under close
supervision to prevent theft
occurances.

Debaters victorious
in last speech tourney
UPS debaters returned from
the final two tournaments of the
year with victories.
In the Big Sky tourney at the
University of Montana, Mark
Lyon and Russ Stenquist
brought home a silver platter for
making quarterfinals in debate.
also made finals in
Lyon
impromptu speaking. Over thirty
schools participated.
In the last Puget Sound
Forensics Conference
tournament, UPS nearly
overtook PLU in annual
sweepstakes competition. Final
results for the year in the fifteen
school competition were: PLU
first with 69 points, UPS second
with 63 points, WWSC third
with 37 points, and the rest
trailed behind. Mark Lyon was
named second in a three-event
speaking contest at the
tournament, and Danya Johnson
took third.
Coupled with the rest of the
year's performance, in particular
the achievement of the squad at
the Pi Kappa Delta National in
Philadelphia where the squad
received a school award of
"excellent," Dr. Clavadetscher

noted that the year had been a
real success. "We are looking
forward to next year with a
great deal of enthusiasm and
high hopes."

Professor Kim
to speak at UW
Jai-Hy up Kim,
Professor
of the UPS Political Scinece
department will make a faculty
presentation at the University of
Washington on May 30, at
2:30pm in Thompson Hall.
Entitled, "Politics of National
Security in Korea", Kim's
presentation is being sponsored
by the Institute of Comparative
and Foreign Area Studies.
He will also be appearing on
KSTW Channel 11, June 1 at
8 :00pm for the "Probe"
television show, to speak about
"U.S. Foreign Policy Towards
Communist China". Joining
Kim in this program, will be
Frank S. Pestara, the U.S.- China
Peoples' Friendship Association
representative.

Commencement Schedule
COMMENCEMENT EVENTS
Friday, May 30, 1975 4:00pm Graduation Rehearsal,
Fieldhouse
Saturday, May 31, 1975 4:30 to
6 :00pm - Picnic, Inner
Quadrangle
Commencement Address,
Kilworth Chapel 6:30pm - Organ
Prelude, Randal Hunt, Organist

7:00pm - Address, Garret Hardin
Sunday, June 1,1975 9:30am Baccalaureate Service, Kilworth
Chapel, by Pierce Johnson,
Chaplain of the University
1 :15pm - Graduates
Assemble 2 :30pm Commencement Convocation,
Fieldhouse President's
Reception, President's Home,
Immediately following
Convocation 6:00pm Commissioning of Cadets,
Kilworth Chapel

-symposium-

Law students charge discrepancies in IM tourney
Dear Mr. Dohrn:
As participants in the UPS intramural golf
tournament, we feel there were a number of
discrepencies in the conduct of that tournament that
deserve recognition and perhaps remedial attention.
Accordingly, we file this protest pursuant to Para. 9 of
the By-Laws of the Intramural Program.
In reviewing the intramural golf tournament, we
note the following discrepencies:
1. Observation of specific acts constituting
cheating by participants in the tournament.
2. Discrepencies in reported and carded scores.
3. Lack of a disinterested party scorekeeper.
4. No effort to promulgate USGA or tournament
rules.
5. Conflict of interest between Bob "Bernie"
Bernstein's membership in the fraternity that
participated in the tournament and ultimately ended up
tied for first and his position as tournament director.
6. Bernstein's procedure for determining pairings
and tee off times was a true masterpiece of obscurity
most susceptible to manipulation.
7. Lack of diligence on the part of Bernstein in
disseminating foursome and tee off time information,
coupled with lack of availability when we sought to

obtain the information which he as tournament director
ought to have taken the initiative in disseminating in the
first place.
8. Finally, we protest Bernstein's rather cavalier
dismissal of these claims as "mickey mouse," "poor
sportsmanship," "sore losers," etc. and his adamant
insistence that the scorecard outcome was final and
beyond any question any necessity for playoff or
rematch.
In some circles our motive for protest has been
and continues to be miscast as poor sportsmanship
characterized by the ravenous desire to win rather than
the old "it's not whether you win or lose but how you
play the game" attitude. In fact, the object of our
protest goes largely to show how the game was played.
Of course we would like to win, but if we don't we can
certainly accept not winning where there is satisfactory
evidence of compliance with the rules of the United
States Golf Association which we certainly abide by
when we play golf. As such, when a tournament is
conducted with such apparent inattention and
unconcern for the rules of the sport, the likelihood is
great that cheating will occur. And the likelihood seems
all the greater in view of the fact that there was no
independent on the spot officiating personality present
as there wauld have been in other intramural events (e.g.

Commencement Committee makes
decision on 'caps and gowns' issue
To alleviate any confusion and tension which has
arisen in the past few days about the wearing of caps and
gowns at graduation, the Commencement Committee
has announced a final decision on the matter.
All seniors should purchase the academic dress
($11.81) in the Bookstore. After the ceremony on
Sunday, June 1, graduates may return the cap and gown
to the Bookstore before, the day is rout. If they are
received in good condition, $7.00 will then be
automatically transferred to a memorial fund in the
names of those students UPS has lost this semester.
Seniors may. also choose to keep the caps and gowns; of
course they would still be able to donate to the
memorial fund through the Grant Development Office,
Howarth 121.
Graduates will be given a card to specify their
memorial' contribution to one of the three following:
Mitraneketan, India, site of two UPS study
abroad groups;
Neighbors in Need; or

3) A university memorial scholarship fund.
These options were chosen to emphasize
international, local, and university feelings of
community in the memory of our fellow students and
friends.
We hope this course will prove to be most
acceptable to as many seniors as possible. We strongly
encourage all spring graduates to contribute to the
memorial fund in this way. Thank you for your patience
and support.
'

The Commencement Committee
P.S. Two other changes have been announced
since the graduation letter went out to all seniors. First,
there will be an on-campus baccalaureate service on
Sunday, June 1, at 9:30 a.m. in Kilworth Chapel. All
students and guests are invited to attend. Second, the
time for commencement itself has been changed from
2:00 to 2:30 p.m. in the Fieldhouse on Sunday.

Computer expert reports:

programs, statistical analyses ... ," I am very pleased
that your budget allows you to run those programs on
the University of Washington computer, because the
UPS computer isn't capable of handling any complex
program in a reasonable amount of time.
Dr. Ketchel, if you are interested in hearing
complaints about the UPS computer from some of your
business students, please come to one of my computer
science help sessions, because I will be glad to introduce
you to several unhappy students.
Although I am interested in getting some
challenging programming experience, I don't think that
your BPA 556 class will provide any for me. Somehow,
when you offered me a job teaching FORTRAN to the
business students this summer, I just didn't think that
you could teach me that much programming.
In the future, if you feel it necessary to comment
on TRAIL articles, please don't exceed your expertise,
else you get your toes stomped on by some interested
Chemistry student.
'

.

Dave Hildebrand

Arabs not free to impose on others
Dear Arabs,
Being Jewish and deeply offended by your recent
actions I hope you will allow me some freedom of
expression. Yes, a certain amount of freedom is usually
allowed in this country—even to Jews.
If you have personal or political enmity against
Israel or Jews, that's fine! You are welcome to your
beliefs—but the point where you begin to assert your
will on others is the point where your rights begin to

TWO

Sincerely,
Co-champions of the 1975
UPS Intramural "Golf Toumament"
Law School Team Members:
Bill Bos
Mike Nugent
Jim Sorenson

Student gives views
on various topics
Dear Folks who consider yourself in university
community:
While just last week I sat in the neighborhood
tavern, The Engine House, drinking relaxing beers and
raiding graffiti, I came across a series of revelations. It is
my responsibility, considering I told the guy next to me
that it was. Responsible journalism does not end with
the organized media!
So here I am: the only wars that _make any sense
are wars of conquest and that who really cared about the
German Jews over her because cultural pride was
hindered by the large number of American bigots. And
as the discussion of assassinating Nelson Rockefeller went
round my mina I realized I could never murder such a
man because the only dudes with hunting licences are
CIA creeps. Do you suppose a woman will ever be
permitted to join in CIA sporting events?
Another point, as far as living goes, do it innately.
And I thought about our book store, which for your
information, turns its profits over to the school. It's so
crowded and unorganized in the terms of capitalistic
progress. Is this bad or worse? The whole system is
disrupted if we think in primitive terms, naive trusts, and
antiquated concepts.
Remember kids, it's your voice that counts in
America. We're not like Russia.

Isaac Hmope

Student commends
Trail performance
To the Editor and Staff of the TRAIL:

UPS programming facilities inadequate
In response to the letter appearing in the
May 16 issue of the TRAIL, entitled, "Computer
Programming Facilities Adequate," I say "horse
feathers." A recent report made to UPS by Donald E.
Price, a computer expert, indicated that the UPS
computer facility was totally inadequate, quite contrary
to the views of Dr. James S. Ketchel. A comparison of
the UPS computer facility to that of any other major
university or college in Washington State would show
that UPS has the worst computer facility of all.
Countless student hours are wasted because of the
inefficiencies and short- comings of the UPS computer.
Errors and halts are extremely vague, and often times
errors difficult to detect are not indicated. These
problems would not occur on a good computer system.
I find it difficult to believe that Dr. James S.
Ketchel, Ph.D. felt it appropriate, in his "expert
capacity," to comment on the UPS computer facility.
Ph.D. or not, if you haven't written a program in six
years, if you have never run a program on the UPS
computer, I think little of your basis on which to
comment. As for those "complex simulations, network

referees in basketball, umpires in baseball and officials in
football.) How then can the tournament have any
validity as an intramural event let alone a golf
tournament?

interfere with the rights of others.
I may be mistaken, but the Israeli flag was not
displayed for your approval. Whether you recognized
Israel or not should not have been an issue—we were not
asking for your approver Perhaps it would benefit you, if in the future, you
could keep your own importance and rights in
perspective.

As the year is almost at an end I'd like to thank
you for a great paper and making it your business to give
fair treatment of all important items and bringing those
unknown items to the surface that mean a great deal to
the campus community.
To all: Have a great summer!

Ronnie H.
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Senate's bi-monthly Trail proposal harmful
Now is the time for all good students to come to
the aid of their newspaper.
The purpose of a weekly college newspaper is to
inform the University community of current issues,
events, and activities of in the student body. These occur
on a weekly basis. Adequate coverage would be nearly
impossible with a bi-monthly paper.
The Student Senate, however, is meeting on
Tuesday, May 27 to consider a cut in the Trail's budget
request that would result in 15 instead of 25 issues. This
would force the Trail to publish bi-monthly instead of
weekly.
As students, you have the right to know exactly
how a 10 issue cut will effect you.
The Trail 1975-76 will function as a part of the
check-and-balance system in University government.
People on the staff will be spending time investigating
issues--not just covering them. Stories will be introduced
one week and followed up in the next week, during
which time we will collect feedback on the issue.

We have put together a staff for next year which
includes about 25 people, many of whom are
experienced journalists. The staff is dedicated to making
the Trail a viable source of information and to providing

Keeping issues current requires at least a weekly paper.
We feel delayed coverage would be unfair to you.
As in the budget issue, explanation of what is happening
would have reached you after final decisions had been
made if the Trail were bimonthly. Knowing and
understanding issues in advance gives you the
opportunity to take action. This opportunity is afforded
you through a weekly newspaper.
Other areas of reporting would also be affected. In
a bimonthly paper, sports events, arts and entertainment
reviews and promotion, weekly student activities
coverage, and current editorial issues would be outdated
if they occurred 13 days before publication instead of a
maximum of six.

-you with the most effective communication possible.
Fifteen issues will cost you more in the long run,
in terms of newspaper value than will the budget from
25 issues

Merrilee Donnell

ii•-■•■■••■•■■■•■■■■■••••••■■•■••■•■•...............4
Due to a violation of the Board of Student
Communications' by-laws, the Finance Committee Trail
and Tamanawas budget recommendations have been
referred to the Board of Student Communications.
Therefore, both budget proposals will come before the
Student Senate at next Tuesday's meeting - May 27, at
5:15 pm in the McCormick room of the
Library.
1.49.48.4.4)•■■■■•••■•■■•■•■■•■■••■■•••■■■■■.

As a bi-monthly, the Trail would be forced into
becoming nothing more than a newsprint magazine. It
would cease to function as a timely source providing its
readers with the element of complete reporting (news,
analysis, investigation, and opinion) that a weekly Trail
would provide next year.

Senior expresses thoughts
on UPS student government
I woald like to end my UPS career by writing to
the TRAIL some general thoughts of mine.
I have been in student government for four years
on this campus, in some aspect or another, and I feel
qualified to make the following statements.
The Student Senate meeting of Tuesday, May 20,
which I attended like I do every week, proved to be
especially interesting. I was amazed to see so many
people there—a controversy had arisen over the budget.
Well, I'll tell you folks something. Your student
government officials are making decisions everyday.
People on committees are making decisions everyday.
And yet, I still hear gripes about this and gripes about
that.
I was ashamed of all the uncommon courtesy

Death of a Salesman'~ 'brilliantly directed'

Editor gives insights
As the Trail reporting year closes, there are two
things I'd like to say in this last editorial space.
Problems, anxieties and frustrations that cling to a
campus publication have been in the past, and will
continue to be vast in number. Ever present, is the
nagging temptation for most editors to use her or his last
editorial as a theraputic sounding board, but I think
everybody is well aware of at least some of the problems
that accompanied the Trail's 29 publications.
In retrospect, this year's Trail
(as every new
endeavor should be) was a learning experience.
To all of you who gave your time, needed words
of encouragement, and moral support throughout the
year: Thank you.

displayed by the people who attended that meeting. We
all have problems, and there are pros and cons to every
argument, but I don't think you can intelligently
criticize the student government's conduct, if you have
never voted or taken an active part in it.
As far as student government goes—stop being
"wishy-washy." When you take a stand, stick with it if
you think that you're right.
I hope students will begin to get more actively
involved in how their university life will be run.

Goodbye and luck
in the future,
Barry Brush

Robin Chandler
Trail Editor
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Thank you,
Don P. Papasedero
Peggy Boyle

As s au lt

On behalf of ourselves, and the class
members of Professor Albertsons 101 Religion class we
would like to express our congratulations and sincere
thanks for your production of Arthur Miller's Death of a
Salesman.
The production was brilliantly directed, acted,
and adapted for the stage. The reactions of the audience
were genuine and more than one student was moved into
extensive emotions.
It was a joy to observe and all the members of the
Drama Dept. can be proud of a great accomplishment.
We hope to see more of these excellent performances in
the future.

T Y PEO FINC ID EN T

To the members of the UPS Drama Department.

THREE

An unbelievable week in Africa — $20 (part III)
(Editor's note: This is the
conclusion of an almost
impossible experience, which
Jim Trenton, UPS senior
political science major, chose to
share with the university
community in the last three
issues of the Trail)

by Jim Trenton
Evil told me that in the
Morning he would have to go to
the Seronero Campsite and
acquire a new part for the car.
While he was gone, would I
please stay and watch over his
wife and children. Later when
the rover was fixed, it would be
possible for me to join them in
their travels through the park.
Luck again was with me; I was
going to be able to join their
safari!
That evening the five of us
dined on a meal of canned
pork-n-beans (curiously enough,
it was a Chinese brand),
homemade bread, and fruit. The
Skaus were well-equipped for
camping, having enough
foodstuffs to feed a family of
ten comfortably for two weeks.
While we dined, I had a
chance to relax, unwind, and
gaze at some of the most
extraordinary heavens. The skies
at night in the Southern
Hemisphere are solid with bright
stars and constellations.
Enhancing this great beauty is
the absence of all city lights,
some pollutants, or other
man-made obstructions. Ah, to
have only possessed a telescope.
The next morning, Evil set
out for Seronero to get the new
part. I stayed behind with
Bardabru (Evil's wife), and

together we watched little Biatu
and Siamene playing in a sand
drift with two children of one of
the park attendants. It was
beautiful to watch these four
children from completely
different cultural backgrounds
play together, and when Evil
returned to the campsite around
noon-time, they were visibly
upset about discontinuing their
games. After lunch, we quickly
repaired the land rover, and then
Evil paid for all our park
entrance fees despite my strong
objections.
Serengeti Game Preserve is
the largest natural gamepark in
the world. Encompassing an area
that is larger than Northern
Ireland, it is impossible to see
everything in under two weeks.
Each December and May of the
year, Serengeti presents a
spectacle that is unmatched in
beauty and even breathtaking to
the most seasoned of wildlife
observors. Literally hundreds of
thousands of animals migrate
northward in May or southward
in December to lusher grounds
and more rainwater. This
journey only lasts about two
weeks and is unpredictable as to
the exact time period; an
observor has to be quite lucky to
be in the right place at the right
moment.
Evil planned to concentrate
around the Seronero area in the
south, and then eventually drive
on to Lobo nearby the Kenya
border. From the moment we
left the park gate, the short grass
of the countryside was
blanketed with animals of all
shapes, sizes, and forms. The
closer we got to Seronero, the

more animals there were until
we passed over a low rolling hill
and beheld the most amazing
sight that I have every
seen—THE MIGRATION.
We stopped the car and just
sat there and stared in disbelief.
Moving in a long sweeping line
from south to north as far as the
eye could see were literally
thousands upon thousands of
animals. The horizon was
blackened by their forms, and
the plain was all alive and
moving. We drove a few miles
further and were in the midst of
them. The awesomeness of this
raw power of nature was
spellbinding, and our land rover
was only a small inconspicuous
dot among them.
Relieving the long stretches
of flat plains were small hilly
outcroppings called kopjes.
There, lions would bask lazily in
the sun'awaiting the arrival of
the migratory animals and other
easy victims of prey. At the
same time, other animals in the
park would carry on as always,
almost oblivious as to what was
transpiring. Giraffes gracefully
loped and nuzzled among the
acacia trees while leopards and
cheetah hidden behind the
foliated screen waited for their
prey. Elephants were
everywhere, either in groups of
animals or by themselves; and
hippos emitted huge jets of
spray from within their hippo
pond near the Seronero
Campsite. Almost in every tree
or bush there was some different
species of bird life, approaching
the likes of a vast aviary.
At 6:30 at night, we stopped
to set up a campsite at Seronero.

After a day of unbelievable
sightseeing and incessant camera
clicking, it was a welcome relief
to stretch out and relax. There
were no other campers beside
ourselves, and it was almost an
eerie feeling to eat dinner with
nothing but a small fire to break
the blackness of the Serengeti
night. Even before dinner was
over, the distant sound of
animals became distinct and
louder as they crept closer and
closer to us. Bardabru and the
children grew uneasy as the
noise of the animal voices grew
louder, until not more than two
hours after finishing dinner we
were surrounded by our unseen
adversaries We could only sense
their movement. Evil shone his
flashlight into the darkness, and
we all just about gagged. Not
more than twenty feet away was
a pack of hyaenas that scattered

back into the pitch blackness of
the Serengeti night to escape the
bright beam of the flashlight.
Evil turned to us, grinning, and
commented that we better go to
bed before a herd of lions
happened on the scene.
I slept on the roof of the
rover while the family rested
within. A tarpaulin was drawn
over my body to protect me
against mosquitos and whatever
else wanted to make me their
lucky bedmate for the night.
The animal noises grew
incredibly loud, and quickly I
grabbed my flashlight out of my
backpack and shone it out into
the blackness. Literally
thousands Li little beady eyes
answered my beam and glared
back at me. Soon, I was lulled
off to sleep.
In the morning, they were
gone.

In World Affairs:

Cambodians take U.S. container ship
by John Milnor
INTERNATIONAL

Mayaguez Recaptured
Cambodian gunboats
captured an American container
ship, the Mayaguez, on Monday,
May 12. The Mayaguez was
captured near the small rock
island Poulo Wai and then
moved to Koh Tang, another
small island in the Gulf of
Thailand. Both islands are
unoccupied and claimed by both
Cambodia and South Vietnam.
There were 39 men aboard the
ship, including two from Seattle.
After five diplomatic
approaches, including the UN
and China, which failed to gain
the release of the ship and its
crew, the US Navy and Marines
took action Thursday, May 15.
Fighters strafed several
Cambodian gunboats, sinking
three. Seventeen Cambodian
fighters were destroyed in an
attack on Cambodia. The
Marines were then helicoptered
in to recapture the Mayaguez
and to take Koh Tang to search
for the crew. The Mayageuz was
taken without a fight but there

was intensive fighting on Koh
Tang. Three helicopters were
destroyed, two damanged, and
many Marines wounded or
killed. During the battle the
entire crew was safely returned
from the mainland where they
had actually been held. It was
several more hours before the
helicopters were able to evacuate
the Marines.

Woman on Everest
Twenty-two years and
thirty-four men after Sir
Edmound Hillary, Junko Tabei,
35, became the first woman to
climb the world's highest
mountain, Mt. Everest. At 12:30
p.m. Friday, May 16, Tabei
reached the summit of the
29,028-foot Himalayan
mountain. Tabei was the deputy
leader of the all-woman Japanese
expedition and she used the
same southeast ridge route
which Hillary used in 1953.

Kissinger-Gromyko Talks
Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei A. Gromyko and
Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger opened talks in Vienna

on May 19. Kissinger wants real
progress on a treaty to limit
offensive nuclear weapons to be
the main issue of the talks.
Meanwhile, Gromyko wants to
know if the US will support the
'Kremlin's -call for renewed
Mid-East peace talks in Geneva.
Sources say that Kissinger will
say little on that subject because
President Ford will be meeting
the Egyptian and Israeli leaders
next month. The US reverses in
Indochina are not expected to
be major discussion topics.

NATIONAL

Ali TKOs Lyle
Muhammad Ali threw a
blistering thirty-five punches at
challenger Ron Lyle in one
minute and eight seconds before
the referee stopped the fight at
that point in the 11th round.
Lyle had been leading the fight
on points after ten rounds. At
this point Angelo Dundee, Ali's
trainer, said "it was too close for
comfort." So Ali abandoned
both his "Rope-a-Dope" and
"Mirage" strategies, both
designed to wear down
opponents, and came out
fighting in round 11. Ali's
left-right combination began
Lyle's quick downfall.

LOCAL

Neighbor In Need—
Washington Ends
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Saturday, May 17,
representatives from around the
state voted to end the coalition
of 88 local foodbanks. This
organization has fulfilled 80,000
food requests a month and over
four million since its inception
in 1970. However, the vote only
ends the state organization;
locals like Neighbors in
Need—King County are expected
to continue as long as local
resources do. Three reasons were
given for the shutdown: 1)
Federal funds probably won't be
renewed after June 30 due to
many lawsuits, 2) Publicized and
internal problems, and 3) Lack
of public confidence and private
donations.
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Seated is Jim Trenton with Evil's wife and children.

Vets have right to request
military record corrections
The Veterans Administration
today reminded veterans of their
right to request correction of
what they feel are errors or
injustices in their military
records.
Application
must
be
submitted to the branch in
which the veteran served but VA
can provide the necessary
Department of Defense form,
DD-149, "Application for
Correction of Military or Naval
Record."

It was pointed out that while
some errors may seem
insignificant, correction of
others could prove important,
resulting in eligibility for VA
and other benefits.
are
Generally,
veterans
expected to file requests for
correction within three years,
but this deadline may be waived
in interest of justice.
Applications may be filed by
the veteran, survivors, or legal
representatives.

'Call for Action' needs help
Since July, 1972, the
problem-solving services of
KING Call for Action have been
available to Tacoma-Pierce
County residents. With two
phone lines open ten hours
weekly, approximately 9,000
callers have been provided with
information and referrals to
appropriate agencies, and
ombudsman services in problem
areas including consumer
protection, housing, health and
welfare, personal and family
crises, unfair discrimination, law
nforcement, and employment.
The big difference between
Call for Action and other
information and referral services
is that we go the next step—we
call back, several times if
necessary, to ask, "Did you get
the electricity back on? Did the
landlord fix your oven? Did the
car dealer stand behind his
warranty and make the
necessary repairs?" If not, we
contact them to see why not,
and if the consumer has a
legitimate complaint, we

publicly demant that people get
the services they deserve.
Originating in New York City
in 1963, Call for Action groups
are now active in 45 cities across
the country. Each CFA is
associated with and supported
by a local broadcaster. KING
Radio and TV in Seattle
sponsors Tacoma CFA, which is
staffed entiiely by volunteers.
During the summer months
when regular volunteers go on
vacation, we need to find
replacements for our telephone

service. This invotves about 4
hours on the aay the volunteer

comes in to work. Volunteers
are interviewed and trained
before starting on the phones.
Lines are open for incoming calls
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
If you are looking for
interesting and rewarding
part-time volunteer work this
summer, please contact Linda
Ramstedt, 564-8793, Ann
-Engdahl, 1-265-2509, or the Call
for Action office in die Red
Cross building, 383-2031, for
more info oration.
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Commencement speaker
Editor's note: Outspoken
human ecologist, Garrett Hardin
will be speaking at'89:00 p.m. in
Kilworth Chapel (not at
graduation) on Saturday May
31st, for the 1975 graduating
class. Below, we have reprinted
some quotes by this
controversial man on several
topics.
"The less provident and able will
multiply at the expense of the abler
and more provident, bringing evntual
ruin upon all."
CIVILIZATION'S END
According to Arnold Toynbee,
nineteen civilizations have perished
before ours. What makes us think
ours is so special? Are we more
prudent? More conserving? Readier
to acknowledge our errors. Less
afflicted with men who have a vested
interest in destruction? More
courageous, more willing to "bite the
bullet?"
OVERPOPULATION

Human ecologist, Garrett Hardin will be speaking in Kilworth
Chapel, Saturday may 31, at 7 pm.

People are dying now of
respiratory diseases in Tokyo,
Birmingham, and Gary, because of

the "need" for more industry. The
"need" for more food justifies
overfertilization of the land, leading
to eutrophication of the waters, and
lessened fish production--which leads
to more "need" for food.
What will we say when the power
shuts down some fine summer on our
eastern seaboard and several
thousand people die of heat
prostration? Will we blame the
weather? Or the econuts for insisting
on pollution controls?
One thing is certain: we won't
blame the deaths on overpopulation.
No one ever dies of overpopulation.
It is untinkable.
FOREIGN AID
After the $80 billion expenditure
by the United States (and smaller
sums by other walthy countries), the
population of the poor countries has
nearly doubled, and their s,rate of
population growth ahs more than
doubled from just over one percent
per year a quarter of a contruy ago to
around three percent per year now.
The proportion of people suffering
from malnutrition has remained the
same: 33 to 67 percent, depending
on how one measures malnutrition.
The number suffering from
malnutrition has, of course, doubled
to approximately two billion

controversial
wretched people.
If
this
is a
vicotry
for
humanitarian foreign aid, it is a
Pyrrhic victory: much more success
like this and the owrld is ruined...
Everyone agrees that poor
countries would be better off if they
lowered their rate of population
growth, but we reward them with
food for increasing their numbers.
How do we justify this strange
behavior on our part?

LIFEBOAT ETHICS
Metaphorically, eahc rich nation
amounts to a lifeboat
full of
comparatively rich people. The poor
of the world are in other, much more
crowed lifeboats. Continuously. so to
speak, the poor fall out of their
lifeboats and swim for awhile in the
water outside, hoping to be admitted
to a rich lifeboat, or in some other
way to benefit from the "goodies"
on board. What should the passengers
on a rich lifeboat do? This is the
central problem of "the ethics of a
lifeboat."
ENERGY SHORTAGE
Nonsense. There's no shortage of
energy--there's a 'longage' of people.

Rape: resist loudly, firmly - and early (conclusion)
James Selkin earned a
Bacherlor's degree in social
sciences in 1952 and a Master's
degree in education in 1953
from the City College of New
York. Almost a decade later he
moved west to take a Ph.D. in
clinical psychology at the
University of Colorado. For five
years Selk in was a senior
psychologist at Fort Logan
Mental Health Center in Denver.
Since 1966 he has been director
of the Center for the Study of
Violence at Denver General
Hospital. He also has a private
practice in clinical psychology.

Rapists test
Rapists test, Then Threaten.
These examples illustrate the
second and third stages of the
rape process, testing and
threatening the victim. After
finding a vulnerable target, the
rapist proceeds, in essence, to
ask his victim, "Can you be
intimidated?" If she can, he then
threatens her life. For instance, a
rapist may approach a victim on
the streets and ask her for a
light. If she provides it, he may
ask her an intimate question. If
she reacts submissively or
fearfully, he knows he can
intimidate her and that she
likely will submit to his
demands.
The testing phase is crucial
for the rapist. If he guesses
wrong about whether a woman
can be intimidated, he will lose
the opportunity to rape her.
And if he is incorrect about the
victim's situation, he may be
caught, convicted and sentenced
to the penitentiary. So by verbal
questions, threats or
intimidations such as "Don't
scream!" "Don't shout!" "Take
your clothes off!" the rapist
tests his victim's responses.
Rapists frequently test
women on the street or in
semipublic places. They make
suggestive or insinuating
remarks, caress or grab the
victim, or gauge her reactions by
first robbing her. They can thus
easily identify a terrified victim
who is ripe for rape.
The safest stance for a
woman alone, either on the
street or in her home, is to be
aloof and unfriendly. This is her
first line of resistance to rape.
But when a rapist attacks a
woman without warning, climbs
into her bedroom while she is
asleep or pulls her into a dark
alley, she must decide whether
to use more direct methods of
resistance or to submit. My view
is that a clear refusal to
cooperate, no matter what form
it takes, is by far the best way of
repelling a would-be rapist.
The Denver Anticrime
Council studied all reported
cases of sexual offenses in
Denver between 1970 and 1972.
These crimes included child
molestation, rape attempts,
rapes and exhibitionism. In 304
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of the 915 cases, women
successfully resisted a potential
rapist. They resisted in a variety
of ways: 24 percent ran away,
18 percent resisted physically,
and another 15 percent
screamed for help.

Rapists aren't murderers
Most Rapists Aren't
Murderers. It is vital to ask,
however, how many women who
resist rape are injured seriously
or killed. Less than nine percent
of the Denver victims sustained
anything more serious than a cut
or bruise. From 1970 to 1972
there were 140 murders in
Denver and only one was a rape
murder; in the first 10 months
of 1974 there were about 60
homicides and not one was a
rape murder. Police officers in
Los Angeles report that
probably less than one percent
of all murders in that city also
involve sexual assault. A San
Diego police detective could
recall only one murder last year
in which the victim was sexually
assaulted. And in a 1965 study
of 1,206 sexual offenses in New
Jersey, only nine percent of the
attacks involved force by the
offenders.
It is important that a woman
resist at the very beginning of
the attack, when the assailant
first makes his intentions
known. At this point he has not
committed a serious crime, and
it's easier for him to look for a
more cooperative victim than to
struggle to overcome one who
has already shattered his hopes
for a smooth sex-fantasy trip.
Immediate resistance in a
residence is most effective
because the offender hasn't had
a chance to explore the premises
to make sure no one else is
present.
Officer John Petrosky of the
Los Angeles Police Department
stresses the point: "Scream
bloody murder," he says. "It
will alarm the rapist and
hopefully the surrounding
community." In cases where the
attacker is not armed, officer
Petrosky believes the woman
should resist physically. "Keep
cool, lash out at him with your
finger nails, and give him a quick
jab in the eyes," says Petrosky,
who adds that if a man is armed,
each woman has to decide how
far she is going to stick her neck
out. If he has a gun at her head,
it is probably wiser to submit,
but if he is coming across the
room with a knife in his hand,
she has a chance to flee.

responds passively, the intruder
can check the premises to make
sure the victim is alone, and that
he is in a relatively safe place.
Once so assured, he has little
compunction about acting out
his sexual fantasies on the
victim. If she should suddenly
resist him or try to hurt him,
nothing but his inadequate ego is
available to stop him from
maiming or murdering her.
I found that in the few
reports where victims of sexual
assaults were murdered, the act
was committed in an
environment where the murderer
felt very safe and comfortable.
The Richard Speck case is a
good example of this situation.
Seven of his eight victims
allowed him to tie and gag' them
without making a sound. They
offered no resistance as he took
them one by one into another
room and slashed their throats.
This heinous crime probably
could have been averted, if even
a few of those girls had
screamed, scratched him, or
tried to get help.
As we move into the third or
threat stage of rape, we find the
rapist telling his victim what he
wants from her, and what he will
do to her if she refuses to
cooperate. Most important, he
tells her what reward she will
receive if she submits. Typically
he says he will kill her if she
does not cooperate, and he will
not hurt her if she does. If the
victim is terrified, immobilized
or hysterical, the rapist may
reassure her. He'll repeatedly
promise her that nothing will
happen to her if she does as he
tells her. He may express
concern for her health or future
relationships with her husband
or boyfriend.
Above all, the rapist needs
ordered and controlled behavior
from his victim. As one rapist
explained in John MacDonald's
book, Rape Offenders and Their
Victims: "I'd try to wake her
with caution, want to control
her to keep her from becoming
too scared ... I would try to
make sure the victim was
covered with blankets so I could
control her movements when she
woke up ... I'd start talking to
her right away as soon as she
woke up. 'Be still, be still, don't
move, do just exactly what
you're told and you won't get
hurt. I've got a gun.' These
phrases I might repeat several
times and interchange,
depending on how much
resistance I felt from the
woman."

Rapists fantasize
An invitation to murder
An Invitation to Murder. It is
necessary to stress the fact that
playing along with an assailant
to calm his anxiety, and then
counterattacking with a kick in
the genitals may be an invitation
to murder. If a victim first

Rapist's Fantasies During
Sex. The next stage in rape is the
sexual transaction itself. Vaginal
intercourse occurred in less than
half ,of the rape victims who
came to the Denver Hospital
Emergency Room; anal or oral
intercourse are common. In this
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fourth stage we can see the
rapist's fantasy life in full
bloom. Here he imprints his
unique personality on the crime.
Some assailants will create a
false identity and describe a
nonexistent person to the
victim. Others will reveal their
split personalities by telling the
victim, "It isn't really me doing
this," or "I can't help it."
In my clinical work with
rapists, I have found that they
fall into two groups. Most are
victims of what analysts call ego
splits. They are married, young,
employed, and living a life that
one would not describe as
typical of a person who is
mentally ill. But their family life
is distrubed. They can't relate
successfully to their wives or
parents; as youngsters they had
problems with an older sister or
aunt who they say "messed on
them."
After the crime these men
will deny their behavior.
Typically they'll say, "I don't
remember. It wasn't me," or "I
felt like I was watching a
movie." If they don't harm their
victims, these rapists often get a
suspended sentence or are sent
to reformatories where they can
get work releases and return to
the community in a matter of
months. The courts generally
give them a second chance on
the condition they receive
psychotherapy. But if they
murder or cut up a victim, they
usually receive long prison
sentences.
I call the other type of rapist
a predator. Often, he's a man
who goes into a place to rob it.
In the course of the crime he
enters a bedroom where he finds
a lone woman sleeping. On the
spur of the moment he decides
to rape her. These men are out
to exploit or manipulate others,
and sometimes they do it
through rape. But most rapists
fall into the first category, and it
is these men I treat in therapy.

Inadequate Lovers
Inadequate Lovers. The rapist
who requires his victim to
pretend to respond sexually has
often failed to please his wife or
lover. On a deeper level he may
be trying to maintain his shaky
defenses about his own sexual
inadequacy.
The rapist who boasts about
the fantasized exploits as a
Green Beret is also describing his
feelings of weakness and
inadequacy. One man in
MacDonald's book tells about
his own power fantasies, and his
need for intimacy with his
victim: "I had a complete
fantasy life that involved my
being stronger than all men,
irresistible to all women, a doer
of great things ...I had
fantasies about the women I was
raping, how she felt physically,
where she had been in life. some

resentment that she'd done
things in life without me. I had a
longing to do things in general
with people. Sometimes I'd
verbalize these fantasies if the
woman was quite submissive,
otherwise I'd just take the trip
within myself."
Most rapists have narcissistic
and self-centered relationships
with women. They have only the
tiniest awareness of their
partner's social needs or of the
social situation itself.
A rapist also writes his
diagnostic signature in the
sign-off or termination stage of
rape. A rapist who assumes the
victim will report the crime,
terminates the rape by trying to
confuse the woman. He'll say,
"Don't move until you count to
100," and then he'll go into
another room, and slam the
door. A minute later he will
reenter the room, find the victim
has moved, and berate her for
failing to follow his directions.
Again he will tell her to count,
and then he will leave. Other
offenders are guilty or
apologetic when they leave.
They plead for the victim not to
call police. Still others threaten
future harm if she calls for help.

Keys to Diagnosis
Keys to Diagnosis. The
themes of omnipotence, guilt,
fear of retribution, or anger
which occur early in the rape
process continue in the final
leave-taking. These themes affect
the rapist's method of operation;
they are keys to diagnosing his
sickness; and they are
educational tools we can use to
help potential victims
understand what happens in
stranger-to-stranger rapes. One
hopes that this understanding
will help them develop a strategy
to avoid it.
The ultimate tragedy in rape
is the dehumanization of both
victim sand assailant. One rapist,
lying in jail awaiting sentence,
expressed his own revulsion to
his acts: "I wish no harm on
anyone. If I cannot overcome
my sickness I would not want to
live anymore. Suicide is always
with me, but I still have hope
that I can become a useful
member of society. If I cannot
overcome this evil in me, if I am
to be controlled by this, if
somebody else does not kill me,
I will kill myself instead of
bringing pain on another human
being. My death would be a
sorrow for a few. My evil acts
would be sorrow for many."
Unfortunately most rapists
can neither admit nor express
the fact they are a menace to
society. Even convicted rapists
who are serving long prison
terms deny their culpability.
They tenaciously insist women
encourage and enjoy sexual
assault. These men will tell you
they are the greatest lovers in
the world.

FIVE

NROTC aid program accepting applications
Applications for the NROTC
Navy-Marine Scholarship
Program are now being accepted.
This program offers financial
aid for four years in college. The
Navy pays tuition and
educational fees, books,
uniforms and $100 per month
subsistence allowance.
The purpose of the program
is to provide civilian-educated
career officers to serve the
American people in the U.S.
Navy and Marine Corps. Upon
successfully completing summer
Sch-olarship Program must:

training periods, students are
commissioned officers in the
regular Navy or Marine Corps.
Applicants for the program
will be considered based on
scores obtained on either the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
of the College Entrance
Examination Board (CEEB),
Princeton, N.J., or the American
College Test (ACT) of the
American College Testing
Program, Iowa City, Iowa.
Applicants for the 1976
NROTC Navy-Marine
—Apply for and take either

test specified above at their own
expense by November 1975.
Arrange with the
appropriate testing agency for
the submission of their scores to
the NROTC Navy-Marine
Scholarship Program, Iowa City,
Iowa. Scores must be released by
3 November in order to insure
receipt by the score receipt
deadline date of 15 December.
—Apply for the NROTC

accordance with the 1976
NROTC bulletin.

—

Navy-Marine Scholarship
Program between 1 March 1975
and 15 November 1975 in

The 1976 NROTC
bulletins containing the
eligibility requirements and
applications are available from
the U.S. Navy or Marine Corps
Recruiting Station listed in your
telephone director or from the

They are
unless
you help.

'Commander, Navy Recruiting
Command (Code 314), 4015
Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA
22203.

bookstore'
Wanted...Textbooks
For Recycling
WHO NEEDS THEM? YOUR COLLEGE BOOKSTORE.
TOP PRICES FOR TEXTBOOKS. NOW THAT YOU'VE
FINISHED BONING UP FOR THAT "FINAL" EXAM,
AND TERMS PAPERS ARE OUT OF THE WAY, WHY
DELAY? BRING IN YOUR BOOKS AND GET CASH
ON THE LINE.

FINALS WEEK
MAY 27-30 9am-4pm

What we can pay for your books • • •
is determined by the demand for that book.
1— You always will get
50% of the original price
for the book for any of
the titles in which we
have definite orders for
_
future semesters.
2—"Some are winners,
some are losers." Books

that will not be used in
the future semester must
be bought at prices
established in our
national wholesale
catalogue. These pricesaverage about 25% of the
new price.

3—Books can be
purchased as long as they
are in adequate condition
to resell..
4—Many books are
"priceless" to you, but
are worth a specific price
to book dealers. We

encourage you to retain
your books if you will
ever have a future need
for them.
5—Most books go out of
style or are revised within
two years of their
copyright date. To get

the most money for
them, you Should sell
them as soon as you have
finished your courses.
6—A fact—one tree used
for every 50 books put
into print—recycle your
books!

UPS BOOKSTOR
SAVE A TREE--RECYCLE YOUR BOOKS
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Spring Weekend successful
by Dana Nunnelly

\NELL
I DON'T
BELIEVE
I N THAT
T H EON
ANWORe! „

Ai

Now that Spring Weekend is
behind us we can look back and
laugh at all the problems. In
spite of the timing of the
baseball game, during Looger
Day, no electrition at the
Songfest, and hasseling with the
administration about the All
School Kegger (which no one
was responsible for) everything
managed to fall into place, with
a few minor delays.
For those of you who were
curious as to the exact results
for the Logger Day Events, they
are as follows: Living groups
were judged on a point basis,
with five points for first place,
three points for second place,
and one point for third place.
Logthrow
MEN
Phi Delts
Todd Hall
SAE

WOMEN
1. Alpha Phi
2. Gamma Phi
3. Tri Delts

Log Saw
MEN
SAE
Sigma Nu
Phi Delts

Log Chop
MEN
1. SAE
2. Phi Delts
3. Sigma Nu

WOMEN
Tri Delts
Alpha Phis
Pi Phi

WOMEN
1. Tenzler
2. Alpha Phis
3. Thetas

Greased Pole Climb
MEN
1. Regester2. Todd Hall
3. Theta Chi
WOMEN
Regester
Tri Delts

Tug-of-War
MEN
1. Sigma Nu
2. SAE
3.Theta Chi

Songfest
1. Tri Delts
2. Phi Delts
2. Gamma Phi
3. Regester (men)
3. Regester (women)

WOMEN
Regester
Alpha Phi
Thetas

Mortar Board compiles health care survey
Members of Mortar Board, Inc., 1974-75, initiated this
comparative survey of health care in response to concern about the
adequacy of student health services at the University of Puget Sound.
This comparison of health services at northwest colleges and
universities is intended to provide UPS and all participating schools
with one basis for assessing the health care they offer. (This should
not be misconstrued as an indication of what students ought to expect
in terms of good health care--expectations which should not be
abandoned even though they may exceed all institutional provisions.)
We hope this report will be used by students as one source of
information for actively insisting on health care to suit student needs.
The report is also intended for use by university decision-makers in
investigating and improving health services as an asset and drawing
card for the institution.
As a senior women's honorary organization, we are also
concerned about provision for health care that meets women students'
needs. Thus our survey includes data on services such as pelvic exams,
abortion referral, and birth control devices and/or information. (This
is not to suggest men students ought not to seek birth control.)
Finally, we believe it is time to heal the division of self
between mind and body, a division that characterizes contemporary
education. Until we understand our bodies and minds as one, we do
ourselves damage physically, mentally, spiritually. This reintegration
of self is especially needed by students, whose ailments are often
based on neglect and abuse of their bodies, as well as on mental
tension.

Method of Conducting Survey

We composed a three-page survey and sent it to twenty-one
colleges and universities in Washington and Oregon. The areas covered
in the survey included: general information (enrollment, tuition,
amount of tuition budgeted for health services), information on
physcial and mental health services, and health insurance plans
offered. Space was included for comments. A cover letter explained
the purpose of the survey and promised participating schools a copy
of results.
Of the twenty-one schools to whom surveys were sent, the
following responded: Seattle Pacific College, Western Washington
State College, Gonzaga University, Whitman College, Portland State
University, and the University of Puget Sound.
The following summarizes information from each institution
on: A). insurance plans offered; B). outstanding qualities of programs;
C). comments; and D). observations made by Mortar Board members
added as indicated.

Gonzaga University
Insurance underwritten by United Pacific Life Insurance Co.
Premium for student only, all year = $60.
Full medical staff for in-patient care facilities in Health
Center building.
None.
Comparison of insurance benefits indicates that UPS coverage
with the same cempany is more extensive at less cost.
Health facilities and physical health services are the most extensive we
encountered. No mental health counselors; students may contact
health center nurses. Use of "Counseling Department in Ad. building"
unclear.

Portland State University
Automatic health insurance plan. Covers accidents and
illnesses on/off campus and abroad. Includes limited surgery and
portion of pregnancy expenses.
Offer contraceptives, counseling for contracetives and
abortions by doctors at health center. Venereal disease diagnosis,
treatment, and follow-up. Free orthospedic equipment. Counseling
center: individual and groups, marriage, vocational counseling; testing
and reading/study skills lab. Seven female, five male mental health
counselors.

Seattle Pacific College
School's own insurance policy covers all accidents and
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per year.
Only school responding to provide full physcial exams on
campus, including pelvic exams.

University of Puget Sound
School's insurance covers on and off campus accidents.
Student purchased insurance = $26 per year. Underwritten by United
Pacific Life Insurance Co.
No overnight facilities. Counseling center: individual and
group counseling; testing; study improvement; educational materials
available.
None.
Limited doctor-hours are to be doubled next year. Birth
control advice (contraceptives not available on campus); abortion
referral.

Western Washington State College
Insurance (student only) = $52.50 per year.
No doctors on campus. Students go through Health Center
for referral to Whatcom County Physicians Service, Inc. "Many"
services then provided in full. Counseling center : individual and group
couseling; occupational information.
None
No in-patient services on campus. 3 1/2 nurses!
Fewest health services on campus of schools responding. Abortion
referrals on campus, but no birth control counseling or devices.

Over-All winners
1. Alpha Phis
1. Tri Delts tie
SAE
Phi Delts
Regester (women)
This year we have initiated a
pertpetual trophy which will be
placed on display in the trophy
case in the Student Union
Building. Spring weekend could
have never been successful
without the help of the ASB,
SAC, Panhellenic, and IFT. And
very special thanks go to,
"Johnny P. " Hatcher, Dave
"Bonus" Boynton, Jim
Lonsbery, Becky Stensrud, Mac
Douglas, Hugh Hall, Bob
Addams, John Drugess, Gill
Hobbs, Joe Goral, and The
Soulful Sounds "Plus One",
Mardi and Chas, Gypsy Gypo,
Dave Cannon, Steve Chissen,
Lance Fordsham, Skip
Strickland, Mike Weisman, Mrs.
Solie, Dr. and Mrs. Phibbs, Del
Weston, Merilie and her piano,
Mr. Grimwood, Safety &
Security, The Pland Dept., Mrs.
Farmer, and Todd Hall.

birth defects
are forever.
unless you help.

Whitman College
Schools's insurance covers on-campus accidents only. Student
tuition includes mandatory insurance.
No contraceptioive information, devices, or abortion referral.
"Respondee" felt staff attitude was poor.
Only school providing 24-hour nurse-staffed service; BUT
doctor available only one hour per day.
Recommendation to the University of Puget Sound.
How do we compare?
In terms of percentage of
university budget provided by student tuition, UPS and Gonzaga
students provide over 80 per cent of their school's total budgets.
However, Gonzaga's health services budget exceeds that of UPS by
$19,000. Whether the "additional" finances come from sources
outside the overall operating bodget or not, it is obvious that (at least
physical) health services are a priority at Gonzaga.
UPS mental health services appear to be equivalent to those
offered elsewhere. However, "equivalent" is not necessarily the same
as "sufficient". Particular needs of students at UPS is or should be
another determining factor.
Currently, UPS is weak in facilities and physical health
staffing.
Facilities should be expanded to provide overnight services
and isolation needed for medical reasons. Further, the waiting area
should be separated or partitioned off from the reception desk, so
questions and reasons for seeing the doctor can be kept confidential.
Basic lab services also should be provided on campus.
Surprisingly enough, doctors are available at UPS about the
same amount of time (eight hours per week ) as at other private
colleges responding. This does not necessarily reflect student needs,
however. UPS' plans to double doctor- hours next year will speak to
those needs, and be a definite advantage.
Improvements that should result from additional
doctor-patient time include: 1) pelvic exams offered on campus; 2)
contraceptives and birth control counseling available on campus; and
3) more thorough medical advice for students' own follow-up care on
illness or accident. The university might also investigate hiring
physician's assistants and/or paramedics as a way of increasing staff
without excessive increase in expenditures.
The time, effort, and funds invested in this survey are
evidence of our conviction that the health of budget-supporting
students ought to become a higher priority at the University of Puget
Sound.
Mortar Board Health Services Survey Committee, 1975

Marcia Campbell
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Ousted missionaryspeaking here
The Rev. Dr. George Ogle,
recently expelled United
Methodist missionary to South
Korea, will speak 7:30 p.m.,
May 2 8 , Mason United
Methodist Church.

Rev. Dr. George Ogle, an expelled South Korean missionary
will be speaking at the United Methodist Church, Wednesday.

Ogle was abruptly deported
from Korea in December for
alleged "political activism." He
has admitted criticizing the
South Korean constitution
which gives President Park
Chung Hee dictatorial powers,
and praying for Christian leaders
there who were imprisoned for
opposing martial law.
Seven of the persons he
prayed for, and whose families
he befriended, have since been
hung.
He denies having taken part
in any demonstrations or
inciting political upheaval. Since
his return to the U.S. he has
testified before Congressional
committees concerning the
situation in South Korea. His
talk in this area will also concern
what effect that government's
actions are having on Christian
mission in that area.
Ogle served in Korea for 20
years, first teaching and doing
youth work, then going into the
industrial relations field where
he set up factory chaplaincies

State allocates money for artworks
As part of the state program
allocating V2 of 1 per cent of
state capital appropriations for
works of art in new buildings,
the Washington State Arts
Comm ission announces the
following projects: University
High School, Spokane; Kirkland
Junior High School, Federal
Way; Middle School, Medical
Lake; Monroe High School,
Monroe; Selah High School,
Selah; Rainier Elementary,
Junior-Senior High Schools,
Rainier; Tumwater High School,
Tumwater; New Middle School,
Poulsbo; Fairview Middle
School, Silverdale; Chewelah
High School, Chewelah;
Viewridge Middle School,
Ridgefield; Davis High School,
Yakima; Ft. Steilacoom
Community College; The
Evergreen State College,
Olympia; and Spokane
Community College.

In all of these projects juries
will be selecting artists during
the next few months.
Projects involve the placing of
sculpture, paintings, crafts and
other artforms in new
state-financed buildings

throughout the state. Artists
interested in participating in this
program are encouraged to
register with the Public Art
Program, Archives of Northwest
Art, Henry Gallery, University
of Washington, Seattle.

and evangelistic, educational and
counseling activities for the
workers.
Ogle and his family learned
the Korean language and lived
among the people in Taejon,
Kongju, Inchon and Seoul.
During his furloughs to the

UPS production of "Godspell"
and Ralph Vaughn Williams '
"Riders to the Seas". She will

Madrigals for the past four years.
She also soloed with the Jazz
Ensemble. She performed in the

Pyl, student of Dr. Thomas
Goleeke, Associate Professor of
Music at UPS,will perform the

also be performing in the
summer musical , "Little Mary
Sunshine" and "Man of La
Mancha".

Gold-from man's earliest
days to the present, gold has
captured his dreams and desires.
Running from May 21 until July
6, the south galleries of the
Seattle Art Museum, Volunteer
Park, will glow with the superb
exhibition, "El Dorado :The
Gold of Ancient Colombia."
Nearly 200 gold objects plus
a number of related ceramic and

stone pieces from the collectionof El Museo del Oro,Bogota,
Colombia, comprise the display.
The Museo del Oro houses the
world's largest and most
spectacular collection of
Pre-Colombian gold. Admission
to the exhibition is one dollar
for the general public; fifty cents
for students and Senior Citizens.
Museum members and children
under twelve are admitted free.

TAMANA WAS being distributed
May 27-29 , in ASB Annex
The 1975 TAMANAWAS will
distributed Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, May 27-29 in
Room 1 of the SUB (ASB
Annex) between 11 a.m. and one
p.m. Anyone who was a
full-time undergraduate student
both Fall and Spring semesters
or who paid ASB fees both
semesters is entitled to a free
book. Anyone who paid fees one
semester can buy a book for
$3.00. People who paid fees
neither semester can purchase a

works of Brahms, Mahler, Ned
Rorem, Joni Mitchell,
JudyCollins and her own
composition. She is assisted by
Sandra Bleiweiss, piano, Ken
Waln, Corky Somers, guitar, and
the Men's Chorus from the
Adelphian Concert Choir.
The public is invited to
attend this complimentary
event.

yearbook for $6.00. Please bring
your validated ASB card if you
have one.
Anyone who is planning on
leaving the University before
May 27 is advised to pick up her
yearbook in the Fall. If it is
your yearbook, leave your
student body card with that
friend and a signed statement
authorizing her to pick up your
book. The friend must also show
identification.
Plastic covers for the
yearbooks will also be on sale
for 25 cents. Quantities are
limited. Purchase of a cover is
strongly advised since the book
covers have a black background
which wears easily.

3810 No.26th
SK2-4250
CUT FLOWERS i
POTTED PLANTS
AND CORSAGES

Black views campus films in retrospect
by John Black
Having served as chairperson of Campus Films for the past
two years, I would now like to review various facets of my
administration, both good and bad.
It was always my goal to provide a "free marketplace of
ideas," through the presentation of films dealing with as large a
variety of subject matter as possible. My selections, taken from
student and faculty suggestions, included dramas, comedies, fantasies,
westerns, slices of life, documentaries and even horror films (the most
neglected and unfairly maligned genre of the cinema).
The films ranged from domestic and foreign classics to recent
"sleepers," from the biggest names such as "Doctor Zhivago" to
little-known works like "Private Parts." Those who feel that I should
have shown only big-name films might do well to consider that the
rewards resulting from discovering an unknown masterpiece for
oneself can equal and even excell the attending of a popular attraction
which everyone else is already praising.
Predictably, the selections which drew the most attendance
this season were "Billy Jack," "Doctor Zhivago," "Dirty Harry,"
"Camelot," "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid" and "King of
Hearts." Those films were pre-sold by virtue of the publicity which
they have received.
Films which have not had benefit of popular acceptance by
the American public did not attract as many patrons. However, a
select few of the lesser-known programs I chose received excellent
responses from the students who were willing to give them a chance.
A few films, notably "The Effect of Chmma Rays on
Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds," "The Incident," "Johnny Got His
Gun," and "Jeremy," had several people attend them for second and
even third times.
Two additions to the Campus Films repertoire which I
introduced during my two-year management met with enthusiastic
acceptance. The Halloween Horror and Winterim Comedy festivals
apparently provided acceptable diversion from weeknight studies and
parties. Last year's all-night-outdoor-comedy film festival proved less
successfull thanks to the frigid gusts of wind from mother nature's
refrigerator of fate.
As might be expected of a year's retrospective, there were a
few "bombs" which failed, for various reasons, to approach
verisimilitude in the minds of the viewers. Included among the turkeys
were "The Baby Maker," "Black Girl," and "Salt of the Earth." My
own opinions concerning these titles are mixed, but they deserve
perhaps more attention than they drew at this institution.
Several people contributed much-needed efforts in helping
the program to function. Invaluable technical and behind-the-scenes
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assistance was lent by Al Cottler. The projectionists who gave up their
evenings to show the films included Dave "Saudi" Chavez, Toby
Allen, Sue Bigelow and Bob Hunter. Thanks are also due to the many
students and faculty who took the trouble to support Campus Films
by submitting suggestions.
In thinking about the two year span, a few particular
highlights-lowlights come to mind. Those who attended the Friday
night showing of "The Graduate" last year might recall its being
shown distortedly out of focus because I forgot it was a cinemascope
print. Thanksgiving holiday patrons of "The Fireball" had to suffer
through the film breaking three different times! My Winterim 1974
double bill of "Rock Around the Clock" and "Twist Around the
Clock" was a complete fiasco, due to the scripts being almost
identical.
1974-75 was also marked by a few misadventures. It took
seven months for me to get clearance for "Doctor Zhivago." The
Winterim Comedy Festival almost didn't occur, as two of the four
films arrived only a few hours before showtime. Last Friday's showing
of "UpS in the Movies" and "The Candidate" was almost utter chaos,
due to unforseen circumstances.
Despite the assorted problems, daily monotony and a shitty
incident which occured last year, I greatly enjoyed directing the UPS
film program. I felt somewhat empty as I left Mc006 for the last time
after Sunday night's showing. A Security student told me that the
McIntyre doors would automatically lock as I exited, preventing me
from being able to get back in again. I perceived an ironic truth in his
matter-of-fact statement. Now that my chairpersonship has come to
an end, I can never return to Mc006 again, not in the same way.
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STUDENTS — FACULTY 10% SAVINGS

I

Watches $14.95 up

Gift Certificates

Diamonds

The
Church of Conservation
Invites YOU To Be An
ORDAINED MINISTER
And Acquire The Rank
DOCTOR
OF NATUREPEDICS

Our fast growing church is actively seeking environment-concious new ministers who believe
what we believe: Man should ex
ist in harmony with nature. We
are a non-structured faith, undenominational, with no traditional
doctrine or dogma. Benefits for
ministers are:
Car Emblem and Pocket
I.D.
Reduced rates from many
hotels, motels, restaurants,
car rental agencies, etc:
Our directory lists over
1,000 prestige establishments extending on automatic cash discount.
Perform marriages, baptisms, funerals and all other

Rings $19.95 up

Fenton Glass giftware
Free ear-piercing with ear ring purchase I

ministerial functions.
Start your own church and
apply for exemption from
property and other taxes.

Accutror Bulova Caravelle Elgin Hamilton Le Jour Seiko Wyler

I

HOURS: 10 -6 Mon. - Sat.

759-4242

SCIIAEFFER'S JEWELERS C.M.W.
Your nth er.d jeweler

PUGET SOUND

3811 No. 26th at Proctor
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Museum will display
valuable gold collection

Leslie Pyl to perform recital
Leslie Pyl, contralto
will
present her senior recital Friday,
May 23, at 8:15 p.m. in Jacobsen
Recital Hall.
Pyl has been a member of and
soloist with the Adelphian
Concert Choir and University

United States he received his
Masters and doctoral degrees at
the University of Wisconisn. His
last assignment in South Korea
was that of lecturer in industrial
relations, by invitation of the
college of Commerce, Seoul
National University.

Enclose a free-will donation for
the minister's credentials and pocket license. Your ordination is
recognized in all 50 states and
most foreign countries. Church
of Conservation, Box 375, Mary
Esther, Florida 32569.
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Seattle Rep slating plays for '75-'76
SEATTLE—From an eclectic'
collection of eight plays
encompassing a famous classic,
comedies, mystery, romance,
fantasy and absorbing drama,
[ the Seattle Repertory Theatre
will choose six for production
during the 1975-76 season slated
to open mid-October at the
Seattle Center Playhouse.
Cy rano de Bergerac by
Edmond Rostand
Inherit the Wind by Jerome
Lawrence & Robert E. Lee
Jumpers by Tom Stoppard

The Madwoman of Chaillot
by Jean Giraudoux

The Andersonville Trial by
'Saul Levitt Seven Keys to
Baldplate by George M. Cohan
Mother Courage by Bertolt
Brecht
by
You Never Can Tell
George Bernard Shaw
In making the announcement
Rep Artistic Director Duncan
Ross stated, "Actually, our
subscribers helped us narrow in
on what we feel will be an
exceptional season of plays.
Over the years we have received
a vast number of letters from
enthusiastic devotees suggesting
works they would especially like
us to stage. High on the list is
Rostand's swash-buckling classic,
Cyrano de Bergerac, which we

have wanted to do for some
time. At the moment we are
negotiating with a well-known,
extremely talented guest artist
to play the leading role of
France's most eloquent hero,
Cyrano, the romantic poet with
the monstrously ugly nose! And
we're planning a very lavish
production with glittering period
costumes and spectacular
scenery.
Two more plays high on our
subscribers' request list are
Inherit the Wind, a possible
selection to celebrate our
bicentennial, and Giraudoux's
fascinating and funny fable
about The Madwoman of
Chaillot. Lawrence and Lee's
volatile drama has as its genesis
the deeply moving events of the
famous trial of a 24-year-old
school teacher, John Scopes,
who had taught his pupils
Darwin's theory of evolution in
defiance of state law. The play is
fictionalized, but is based on the
actual courtroom clash between
Clarence Darrow and William
Jennings Bryan. Madwoman is,
of course, the wonderfully
amusing parable about a group
of greedy promoters who plot to
tear up a portion of Paris to
unearth an oil well. Both plays
are enthralling, and
controversially apropos now as
when they first debuted. and

both offer particular challenging
roles for special guest artists.
Tom Stoppard's Jumpers—an
exhuberant, inventive
production complete with
high-flying acrobats, pop singers,
psychiatry and sex—positively
dazzles the mind, and I've
wanted to stage it here at the
Rep ever since it opened to
smash reviews in London. As
one of the critics noted, " a
refreshing 'sauna bath' for the
mind," and it is, indeed, a
dizzying, exhilarating trip into
metaphysics—and murder!
"George M. Cohan's Seven
Keys to Baldplate and George
Bernard Shaw's You Never Can
Tell are two marvelously
mischievous comedies. In
Baldplate the plot concerns a
young author who is staying at a
deserted resort. He makes a
$5,000 wager with the caretaker
that he can write a complete
novel in just 24 hours, and from
there on it becomes a wildly
funny mystery melodrama, with
unexpected ghostly strangers,
tales of blackmail and a
disappearing corpse! In Shaw's
You Never Can Tell England's
master of wit transforms a
pedantic dentist into a Don
Juan, and his ensuing romantic
entangelements provide nothing
but sheer fun for the audience.
'

Bicentennial community projects receive
grants through WSARBC matching funds
Since it began in 1972, the
Washington State American
Revolution Bicentennial
Commission (WSARBC) has
given $181,776 in matching
grants for Bicentennial
community projects, according
to a report compiled by the
commissions's Grant Committee.
There have been 166
applications from 67 Washington
communities and of these, 79
had been approved by WSARBC
as of April 22. The average grant
size was $2,300.
The money left in the
WSARBC grant budget is
$98,224. It is not certain
whether more grant funds will
come
from the federal
administration.
Bicentennial
Additional money may be
generated from the sales of
commemorative medals. The
next deadline for grants
application is May 31, 1975.
Of the three official
Bicentennial themes, the
overwhelming majority of grants
have been the $83,021 for
Heritage '76 projects, as well as
$19,200 for Heritage Festivals
and $26,400 for Heritage-Hor-

izons. The total number of
Heritage related grants is 57.
Twelve grants amounting to
$26,470 have gone for Festival
projects and 10 grants for
$26,685 toward Horizons.
The Grants Committee is
discouraging projects involving
original musical compositions
since a number have already
been commissioned.
The committee expressed

concern for the lack of Horizons
related projects, those dedicated
to problems and needs of the
future, such as the parklets for
downtown Blaine's renewal
project. It was stressed that such
projects could improve the
physical appearance of
communities or they could be
social action activities for the
aged, youth and midorities.

Greeting card firm seeking
artists with style , ideas
VISUAL CREATIONS, INC., 25
Hamilton Dr.; Novato CA
94947. David Lieberstein of this
greeting card firm, says, "We are
looking for artists with a
distinctive style and character
idea for a line of greeting cards
for birthdays, friendship,
Christmas, etc. We are especially
in need of whimsical colorful
designs, featuring a character
and friends that is the unique
creation of the artist. Designs
must have a wide appeal to all
ages and all parts of country, not

too sophisticated or hip! We're
also interested in ideas and
concepts for new gift items of all
types.
"If we like the technique and
concept of artwork for a full
greeting card line, we usually
start with 24 designs. Payment
consists of advance plus 2%
royalty on gross sales paid
quarterly."
Visual reports on submission
,in 3-6 weeks and pays for final
work on acceptance.

"Two other distinguished
dramas under consideration are
Bertolt Brecht's brilliant
morality play Mother Courage,
an unforgettable saga following
the tumultous years of the Holy
War, and Saul Levitt'.s
provocative courtroom drama

The Andersonville Trial,
concerning one of this country's
most infamous events, the trail
of Captain Henry Wirz,
Commander of the Confederate
prison at Andersonville.
"We are also presently
contemplating staging a major
new contemporary work," Ross
added, "for a possible West

Coast premiere. However, the
final decision on the six plays we
select depends on current
negotiations with major guest
artists for certain productions."
Subscription renewals for the
Rep's 13th season have already
passed the halfway mark. Season
ticket prices, which range from
$18.25 to $38.00 for all six
plays, will remain the same as
last season. Reservations may be
placed at 447-4798 or by
mailing requests for a free
brochure, which details plays
and seating arrangements, to the
Seattle Repertory Theatre, PO
Box B, Seattle 98109.

Tacoma Recycling Center
joins Can-DO network
Tacoma Recycling, 3210
South Tacoma Way, has become
the 60th member of Kaiser
Aluminum & Chemical
Corporation's Can-DO aluminum
recycling network, Gerrir Rose,
Can-DO manager, announced
this week.
"We're very pleased to have
Tacoma Recycling in the
Can-DO family in the western
states," Rose said. "We have two
other operating locations in
Washington, at Spokane and
Pullman, but this is the initial
center on the west side of the
state."
The recycling centers pay the
public 15 cents per pound for
flattened aluminum cans. More
than 2-I/2 million pounds, or
about 55 million used aluminum
cans, were collected in the first
quarter of 1975, an increase of
80 percent over the same period
a year earlier.
"This represents a significant
energy savings," Rose said, "as
aluminum cans are recycled back
to molten metal at only five
percent of the energy required
to produce the metal in the first
place."
Manager of Tacoma
Recycling is Dick Bartell, a
native Tacoman who previously
was manager of Pullman
Recycling while attending
Washington State University
where he received a B.S. degree.
Bartell said the center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
seven days a week. He terms the
new facility a "total recycling

operation" where recyclers may
bring not only aluminum cans,
but glass, paper, and steel cans as
well.
"But," Bartell stressed, "the
biggest payout to recyclers is the
aluminum cans." Telephone
number of Tacoma Recycling is
474-8360.

Olympic lodging
now available
Members of the Uni4rsity
community who contemplate
attending the Summer 1976
Olympic games in Montreal
might consider making an early
request for lodging. The
Organizing Committee for the
Olympics expects 100,000
visitors per day during the
games, and has established an
a ccomodation bureau, called
HEQUO 76, to provide lodging.
HEQUO has set up more than
100,000 beds, however. A variety
is available: motels, student
residences, hotels, institutions,
apartments, private homes,
rooming houses, youth hostels,
and camping and trailer parks.
Prices start as low as $4 per night.
Those attending who have
specific lodging needs may apply
for accomodations by sending a
special application form to
HEQUO 76. For a copy of this
form, contact Dr. Ketchel in Mc
220.

BIRTH DEFECTS rtm
ARE FOREVER.
untos YOU HELP.
MARCH OF DIMES

DON'T
COMPLICATE
THINGS,
LADY,,,
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Loggers Win Northwest Pacific Baseball Crown

TEN

and fielding year at third base,
had a fine year on the mound.
He won three games and lost
only one, with a 1.67 ERA.
Doug Holderman won three and
lost two and came up with two
crucial saves to boost the
Loggers' staff. Bob Cambell
finished 2-1, Scott Gunderson
1-1, and Larry Janowicz 1-2-1.

r

Women's intramural softbal)
championships were decided
yesterday but the teams involved
and the winner were not
available at press time.
In exciting semi-final play,
the Tri Delts came back from a
3-10 deficit at the bottom of the
last inning, to beat the Thetas
11-10. The win gave the Tri
Delts a championship berth.
The other championship
contender was decided in a game
between Tenzall and the Alpha
Phi's on Wednesday. (Results
not available at press time.) j

developing skills along witn
gaining experience. Most of the
team members are freshmen.
Their skills have shown
definite improvement since the
beginning of the season and now
the whole team is hitting well.
With many variables involved,
the status of the team for next
year has not been decided, but
one thing is definite—there will
be a women's slow pitch team
again next year.

The women's tennis team
ended its formal season with a
match against Fort Steilacoom
on May 12. In the 5-1 loss, the
single UPS win came from the
efforts of the doubles team of
Frances Schenk and Eileen Galt.
Their set scores were 6-2, 4-6,
and 6-2.
This week, to wind up the
year, the team has been
arbitrarily divided into doubles
pairs to play an intra-squad
double elimination tournament
which ended yesterday.

Pac i fic Coca- Co la Bo tt l ing Co mpa ny, Tac oma, Wash.
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TREAT YOURSELF OR SOMEONE
YOU LIKE TO A PERSONALLY
HA NDICRA FTED GIFT FROM
SOUTH AND NORTH AMERICAN
ARTISANS.

,

M
AREA

=I ,

2513 No. Proctor

..
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It:
AMERICAS RIING

.....

858 South 38th
Phone orders welcome
Orders to Go or Eat In our
new dining room.
Ph. 474-6244

In pitching statistics, Greg
Bemis and Dan Besett
dominated. Bemis finished with
a 7-2 record and 1.06 ERA,
while Besett finished 8-2 with a
1.64 ERA. Bemis led the team in
strikeouts with 83 and in fewest
walks per inning pitted, 20 in 76
innings, while Besett was second
in each category. Jim Turrell,
aside from having a fine hitting

go*

JUBILEE DRIVE IN

Tomorrow marks the end of
an undefeated season for the
UPS women's slow pitch team.
With a present season record of
6-0 behind them, the team will
play two more games tomorrow.
At 11 a.m., they meet a
Tacoma summer recreation
league team and at 12:30 they
play Harrington Hall men's
intramural team.
For the team, the year has
been one for learning and

Ng

Track season is over for all
the UPS cincermen except two.
Ken Johnson and Brian Brouillet
have both qualified to
participate in the NCAA
Division II National track meet
to be held the 28th through the
30th of this month in Santa
Anita, Calif.
Johnson qualified in the
javelin throw for the fourth
straight year. He finished third
in the country as a freshman,
second as a sophomore, and
second again as a junior. This
year he is currently the nation's
leading thrower of the javelin in
Division II, his 242-6 toss easily
making the qualifying distance
of 208. Johnson's best career
toss is 252-6, which he had as a
sophomore, and the senior from
Portland is favored to win the
national championship this year.
Brouillet qualified for the
nation's highest meet in the
steeplechase. He ran a 9:27.0 in
the seldom run event, beating
the qualifying time of 9:33.0 by
six full seconds. A freshman
from Wilson high in Tacoma,
Brian is also a standout in the
mile and 3-mile and is a
mainstay on the cross-country
team. He had the best high
school time in the nation last
year in the steeplechase.
The tracksters will leave next
Wednesday by plane for the
season wind-up.

swipes and Rob Kraft was the
team leader in lowest strikeout
percentage. He whiffed only 10
times in 122 at bats while
reaching base safely over 70
times.

, .....

for Nationals

Krumpols ran away with the
stolen base crown with 12

Women slow-pitchers
remain undefeated

id

Johnson qualify

Another intramural program,
the golf tournament, was also
blessed with good weather.
Record scores were also set
down by the eleven team field.
Defending champions, the
Betas, again found themselves on
top but tied, with 110 points,
with the Law School.
Chuck Harbaugh of the Theta
Chi's was the tournament
medalist as he fired a
record-breaking 73. Beta Carl
Leaverton and Hooper Eldon
Ahue tied for runner-up honors.
Team places are as follows:
Beta and Law School, 110; Phi
Delt, 107; SAE, 99; Theta Chi,
92; Alii 86; Hoopers, 83; Kappa
Sigs, 69; Sigma Nu, 59;
Harrington, 53; and Todd Hall,
18.

leader in extra base hits with 16.
Rob Kraft leads the team in base
hits with 40. Speedy Ray

;.-..-----------___-_m

Brouillet,

record tieing time except that
teammate, Pat O'Laughlin
shattered the record in the
consolation finals with a 5.6
time.
Finally, Tim Puliz, a Beta,
wrote his name into the record
book with an asterisk. Since 110
yard hurdles were replaced by
120's, Puliz's winning time of
14.2 becomes the new meet
mark.

for the team lead in doubles
with eight, and Papini is the sole

.----

The men of Phi Delta Theta
crushed the field, in one of the
most impressive efforts of the
year, at the Men's Intramural
Track meet. The meet, held in
Baker Stadium, was highlighted
by sunny, blue skies and six
meet records.
The Phi Delts' 98 team points
was followed by the Betas' 58
points, the Aliis' close third of
56 points, and two-time
defending champion D. B.
Hoopers distant fourth at 38.
Mark Metsker, designated by
his brothers as "psych manager,"
proved to be that and then
some. A tremendous closing kick
in the 880 run gave him first,
while he came back to turn a

large deficit in the anchor leg of
the mile relay into a win for the
Phi Delts.
Most interesting in the meet
was the high jump. Five jumpers
either tied or broke the old mark
of 5-6. The meet was even
temporarily halted to watch the
final efforts at the high jump.
Finally, John Lewis, Phi Delt,
and Brian Budsberg, Beta,
cleared 5-10 with Lewis declared
the winner on fewer misses.
Frank O'Laughlin had two
impressive record-breaking
performances for the Aliis. His
20-21/2 first place jump in the
long jump and his 24.8
preliminary time in the 220 yard
dash cracked old meet records,
but George Bryant tied
O'Laughlin's 220 time to nose
him out in the finals.
Dave Rowan gave the
Hoopers a meet record with a
heave of 50-6'/2 with the 12
pound shot. Don Papasedero
continued Hooper domination
of the 100 yard dash by tieing
the old 10.6 Hooper record set
and held by Randy Jones and
Robin Hill, formerHoopers.
Jim Hatch, racing for the
Aliis, won the 50 yard dash in
what could have been a 5.7
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by Colleen McKay
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Phi Delts dominate IM track meet

categories.
Besett picked up his seventh
win against only one league loss,
his eighth season win against two
losses. His season ERA is an
impressive 1.64, and the
freshman standout can be given
as much credit for the Loggers'
success this year as any member
on the team.
UPS finished league play with
a 20-4 record, while second
place Gonzaga winds up 16-8.
The Loggers are 27-11 overall,
even though they were slowed
tremendously by a 1-6-1 start in
preseason play. This marks the
fifth consecutive season that
UPS baseball teams have won 20
or more games in a season.
Through the 39 game season
so far, with only post-season
play left, Rob Kraft leads all
UPS hitters with a .328 average.
Nick Papini is second at .324,
followed by designated hitter
Don Papasedero, who is hitting
.306. Papini is the team leader in
home runs with eight, and is tied
with Kraft for the team RBI lead
at 24. Kraft also leads the team
in runs scored, as the leadoff
man has crossed home plate 30
times. John Kuschell has scored
21 times and Nick Papini 20
times. Papini and Reeves are tied

,,,... '4.

Loggers had to win in order to
have any hopes of a Regional
berth in the NCAA playoffs. As
he has done many times before
this year, Besett threw a great
game. Still, the Loggers could
not manage to score effectively
against the Gonzaga moundsman
Randy Kerr, so the game was
tied 2-2 after the regulation 7
innings.
Jim Turrell opened the
Loggers' half of the 8th inning
by getting hit with a pitch and
was immediately sacrificed to
second by Ron Reeves. Nick
Papini stepped to the plate,
fouled off one pitch, and then
blasted a towering drive over the
left-centerfield wall, to give UPS
a 4-2 win and the needed
doubleheader sweep over - the
Bulldogs.
It was the eighth home run of
the year in league play for the
senior leftfielder and 21st league
run batted in, in conference
games. Papini winds up as the
Nor-Pac champion in both those

70.

The names Greg Bemis and
Nick Papini are not unfamiliar to
UPS baseball fans, as .the pair .
have provided many a thrill and
many a win for the Loggers over
the past few seasons. Thus, it
was truly justice when the two
seniors came up with some
timely heroics last weekend,
enabling the University of Puget
Sound baseball team to capture
the Northwest Pacific League
baseball championship for the
second year in the league's two
year existence and a berth to ,
NCAA Regionals.
The Loggers needed to win
one o f the two Saturday
afternoon games against the
Gonzaga Bulldogs to win the
league championship. A Gonzaga
sweep would have forced a
playoff between the two squads
last Tuesday.
But all Gonzaga title hopes
were ended early, as the

powerful southpaw Bemis held
Bulldog bats silent, powering his
way to a 3-0 win and the league
crown. Bemis faced trouble only
once when the Bulldogs loaded
the bases in the top of the 7th
with nobody out. Bemis then
struck out the next batter and
got out of the jam as John
Kuschell and Roger Lawson
turned over the game with a
league winning double play.
That all came after Rob Kraft
hit a bases-loaded single in the
bottom of the 5th, driving in
two runs, and Ray Krumpols hit
a sacrifice fly driving in Kraft,
which accounts for all three
Logger tallies.
For Bemis it was his seventh
league win against no losses, his
4th shutout, and it dropped his
league leading ERA to 0.31. He
now has a career pitching record
at UPS of 27 wins and 6 losses
with an ERA of 1.06.
Freshman Danny Besett took
the mound against the Bulldogs
in the nightcap— a game the
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by Matt McCully
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Tracksters capture Northwest Championships

Cal Saunders, left, and Mark Wells, right, were among the Logger cindermen who gave
outstanding performances a t last week's Northwest Championships, hosted by UPS.

Loggers invited to NCAA Regionals
The University of Puget
Sound baseball team has earned
what Athletic Director Doug
McArthur calls "the greatest
achievement in UPS athletic
history"; an invitation to the
NCAA Division (major college)
baseball regionals this weekend.
With last Saturday's
doubleheader sweep of Gonzaga,
3-0 and 4-2, the Loggers
advanced their season mark to
27 wins, 11 losses, and 1 tie.
This was considered good
enough by an NCAA selection
committee to invite the Loggers
to the prestigous 32 team
tournament. The Loggers were
one of only 16 teams in the
entire country to be granted an
at-large berth into the Regionals.
The other 16 teams are league
champions who have automatic
entry into the tournament.
The announcement, which
came early Monday morning,
was made by Louis Spry,
assistant executive director of
the NCAA. The accomplishment
of making the Regionals was
truly a great one for the Loggers,
who participated in Division 1
baseball for the first time this
year. UPS has participated in six
of the last seven Division Far
West Regionals, but never bid
for the major school status until
last year.
After a 1-6-1 start, the
Loggers won 26 of their last 30
games for their impressive
record. Key wins included a 3-2
decision over Pac-8 contender
Oregon State, and 3 of 4 wins
over Gonzaga, who has been to
three NCAA Division I regionals
in the past four seasons, as
champions of the Big Sky
Conference.
Coach Jack McGee and the
team left yesterday afternoon on
the expense paid trip to Tempe,
Arizona, where they will
participate in the District Rocky
Mountain Regional beginning
this afternoon.
The Loggers open the
tournament against Northern
Colorado University, also a wild
card selection into the
tournament. NCU is 22-13 this

year and has been to three of
four of the last NCAA
Regionals. Last year they
defeated Gonzaga in the
best-of-three series, two games
to one.
In the nightcap, Washington
State University takes on
national power Arizona State.
WSU, winners of the Northern
division of the Pac-8 conference,
are currently 30-16. They are
coming off two sound thrashings
at the hands of the USC Trojans,
who won the Pac-8 crown again
this year, but have had an
excellent year that includes an
early season win over the Loggers.
The Sun Devils, who will play
host in the tournament, are
champions of the Western
Athletic Conference with an
awesome record of 55 wins and
only 10 defeats. They are
currently rated as the second
best team in the country
Flordia is number one and USC
is number three', and have vied

Spring training ended last
Saturday with the first
intra-squad swim meet for the
team.
Events included a fun 125
meter free relay swum in inner
tubes, 50 meter free, 50 meter
breast stroke, 50 meter back, 50
meter butterfly and 200 meter
medley relay. Usually these races
are in yards rather than meters.
Winners and times for the
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Starting times for today's
games are 4:30 and 7:30. The
tournament is a double
elimination tournament, with the
losers and the winners of
today's game meeting tomorrow.
Then tomorrow night, the
winner of the loser's game will
play the loser of the winner's
game, to decide who will play in
the Regional championship
against the winner of the
winner's game, to be played on
Sunday. The title may not be
decided until Monday, should
the team with a tournament loss
defeat the undefeated team on
Sunday.
There are eight regionals
being held all over the country
this weekend, with each winner
traveling to Omaha, Nebraska
for the College World Series,
held June 6-13. USC is the
defending NCAA champion.

`Colleen the Shots'
by Colleen McKay
The purpose of the sports
section in any newspaper is not
only to recap timely sports
events but also to publish
coming events. With publication
once a week, sports schedules
can be kept up to date and
students are able to find out
about the immediate weekend
sports events. Even with the
weekly publications, sports news
is three to five days late and in
some cases a week and a half
lata.
In order to avoid Tuesday
events being reported a week
and a half later, stories have to
be written and turned in after
the deadline late Tuesday night.

New swim team
ready for '75-'76
Phil Moseley and Joanne
Moore have organized the
beginnings of the first women's
swim team in UPS history.

for the national championship
each of the past five seasons.

intra-squad races are as follows:
50 free, Cindy Deale-37.1; 50
breast, Gail Mitchell-47.8; 50
back, Ann Castner-43.6; and 50
fly, Ann Castner, 37.7.
Members of the 200 medley
teams were Ann Castner, Joanne
Moore, Cindy Deale and Joan
Salzer on one while Jill Raisler,
Sara Fix, Gail Johnson and Gail
Mitchell swam on the other.
All activities this spring have
been in preparation for next
year's season. Coach Phil
Moseley is looking forward to
having a women's swim team on
campus.

News is supposed to be fresh
and timely, not weeks late.
If features are run in
installments, as next year's
sports staff hopes to do, two
week intervals will defeat the
purpose of the feature especially
if it is concerned with
consecutive weekly events.
Can you imagine stories
about December sports in
January's or even February's
publication? Think about it!
Therefore, as sports editor
this year and sports editor next
year, I'm extremely opposed to
a bi-monthly TRAIL as the
Finance Committee of the
Student Senate has proposed for
next year.

RECYCLE
Cans
Glasses
Newspapers
$.15/Lb. Aluminum

We pay $.45/case for
most redeemable beer
bottles.
TACOMA RECYCLING
CENTER
3210 So. Tacoma Way

The University of Puget
Sound tracksters captured their
own hosted Northwest
Championship track meet last
Saturday, in an effort that can
only be labeled "dominance."
The Loggers walked away
with 98 points and top honors,
far ahead of Club Northwest
who scored 501/2 points. Seattle
Pacific was third with 40 points,
followed by the University of
Portland with 18, WWSC with
four, the University of
Washington with four, and Fort
'Steilacoom Running Club with
one point.
UPS dominated several of the
events with the sprinters
standing out particularly. The
Loggers took first, second, third
and fifth places in the 100 yard
dash, and first, third and fourth
in the 220. Robin Hill captured
the 100 in 10.0, finishing the
season unbeaten in that event,
and took fourth place in the
220. Calvin Saunders finished an
outstanding year with a second
place win the the 220 (23.0),
and a second place in the 100.
Mark Wells gave another display
of his versatility, finishing third
in both the 100 and the 220.
Wells, who's forte is the jumping
events, in which he has been
outstanding all year, was forced
out of those events because of a
bad ankle. His third place
finishes came as the result of a

first-time run in each event. He
also captured fourth in the
javelin.
In addition, UPS swept the
3-mile run, with only .4 tenths
of a second separating the first
three runners. Leon Bombardier
took first in 15:09.0 followed
by Brian Brouillet in 15:09.1
and Dave Richard in 15:09.4.
Bob Skar was again the
winner in the mile, run in honor
of Nina Engebretsen (a victim of
the avalanche on Mt. St. Helens),
with a time of 4.19.3. Skar
• barely edged Portland's Mike
Muune in the day's most
exciting race. Muune ran a
4:19.4. Both runners easily
defeated Keith Foreman, who
has run a 3:58.0 mile in the past.
The weight men also had a
hand in the impressive victory.
Ken Johnson (needless to say),
was again the easy victor in the
javelin throw. His throw of
238-10 is one of his best marks
of the year. Mark Conrad threw
over 190 feet, and captured
third in the event. Conrad was
also second in the shot put,
ahead of teammate Kevin
Billings, and behind UPS
assistant coach Chuck Bingham,
who competed unattached.
Other UPS winners in the
meet were Dan Kinkela in the
discus and the 440 relay team of
Hill, Wells, Jack Fabulich, and
Saunders.

Oarsmen finish
successful year
After nine months of
turn-out, the UPS oarsmen can
finally quit watching their
weights and take a rest.
Their year was highlighted by
many events—the most exciting
being their Meyer Cup triumph
over PLU after eleven years of
defeats. Another highlight was
their third place finish in the
Co rvalis Invitational Regatta
which included many of the top
boats on the West Coast.
Finally, and probably the
most important, the Logger
oarsmen returned to UPS from
the Western Sprints
Championships in Long Beach,
California with ninth place in
the lightweight-four
competition, thus putting the
UPS crew among the top ten
leightweight programs on the
west coast.
After borrowing a shell from
Santa Clara, UPS entered the
first heat Friday morning against
UC-Berkeley, UCLA, UC—Santa
Barbara, UC-San Diego and USC.
The Loggers came in fifth with a
time of 7:31.0 as compared to
first place UC—Santa Barbara's
7:10.0. Competition in the
second heat was among OSU,

WWSC, Santa Clara, San Diego
State, UC-Irvine and WSU.
Repechage heats were held
Friday afternoon with UPS
rowing in the second heat. UPS
came in fourth after UCLA,
USC, and Santa Clara and was
followed by UC-San Diego and
UC-Irvine.
Grand Finals and Petite
Finals were hampered by strong
crosswinds on Saturday. Since
the Loggers did not make the
Grand Finals, they raced in the
Petite Finals and finished in the
following order: Santa Clara,
UC-San Diego, UPS, San Diego
State, UC-Irvine and WSU. UPS
crew was one second behind
UC-San Diego, which game them
a ninth place finish.
This win illustrates the major
improvement the crew has made
this year. From early season last
place finishes, they moved up
into the higher placed finishes to
close out the season.
Ther early season
inexperience was no benefit
either, but next year's returning
oarsmen now have the needed
experience.
Coach Bill Kalenius summed
up the year as "very
interesting—I had a good time."

VETERANS - WANT SOMETHING MORE?
Have you considered the advantages of
being an Army Reserve Officer? Army
ROTC will prepare you for a commission
while you finish college, and pay you an
extra $100 a month during your last two
years. After graduation with your bachelors
degree you may elect a short active duty
tour, then reserve duty.
Call Captain Gordon Larson at 626-5775
in Seattle.
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LADY REMINGTON
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Free Prescription
Delivery
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Curling Wand
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TACOMA, WASH.

Lady Remington ®
Chromium Edge
Replacement Blades
Helps keep the close shave
comfortable
Chromium edge blades keep
sharper longer
Precision guide for easy
installation

TM

Rechargeable
World-Wide®
Shaver

3

Blade Pack $

1.47
Remington®
Chromium Edge
Replacement Blades
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Our new chromium edge blades
keep sharper longer. Even the
strongest metal gets dulled by
repeated use. So it's nice to be
able to replace our blades every
few months.

Quicker than a pin curl!
Less bother than a
bonnet dryer!

REAAINGTON- ,

As versatile as a roller!

Mist vents surround the
wand for even steam distribution. Special finish
keeps even sprayed hair
from sticking. Features
a convenient "ready"
dot that changes color
when the correct styling
temperature is reached.'
Swivel cord for easy
handling-. Heat resistant
safety tip to protect
fingers.

$13.98

hot pistol
Engineered for optimum
fit in the hard-to-get

$32.97
$5.00 Rebate
A

Shaver

Separate heat and airflow
controls give you 6 power
combinations for just about
any styling and drying need.
Separate nozzle attachment
lets you direct airflow to a
single roller or hair section.
Convenient hang-up ring.

$19.97

REM NGTON

CAW

Quick and convenient, for any electric
shaver.
Cleans hair chips, while it lubricates the
shaver.
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$2.00 Rebate
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•
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Engineered for optimum
fit in the hard-to-gel
places on a man's face
)

Comes with the new contoured head, adjustment
control for comfort and
closeness, full-width Hideaway EM trimmer, pop-up
head, and mirrored
travel case.

$26.99
$5.00 Rebate

Helps shaver glide. Cuts down shaver drag and 4
skin irritation.
4 fl. 0 2

$087

The

REMINGTON'

power control
Power Control
Allows fast and easy
adjustment of heat
and air velocity.

Dry Control
Adjusts up to 900 watts
for your individual
drying needs.

Style Control

LIBRARY BOOKS
MUST BE RETURNED
BY MAY 26
PUGET SOUND TRIAL

Double safety system.
Styling brush, two combs.

.3.00 Rebate
SPERRY+REMINGTON
CONSUMER PRODUCTS
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Adjusts heat and air velocity for just about
any type of hair.

Remington®
Pre-Shave Lotion

-

Remington puts
200 to 900 watts
at your
fingertips

Enlarged View of
Power Control Dial

L
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4.1
41.47

1000 watt super high
blow dry action

Remington®
Blasta CleanTM
Aerosol Electric Shaver
Cleaner/Lubricant.

Pack

REMI NGTON
i0

A rechargeable shaver with
the new contoured head,
adjustment control for comfort and closeness, full width
Hideaway TM trimmer, popup head, and an elegant
travel case with mirror. Recharges on 120 or 220 V.,
for international use.

CONSUMER PRODUCTS
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Blower/Dryer
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Classified Ads
74 FOR WANTED
FORM ER SERVICEMEN

—
Receive college credit for your
military experience. If you're
now studying for a bachelor's
degree, you may also qualify for
Army Officer training while in
college. Be commissioned when
you graduate, and elect active
duty or a reserve assignment.
Call Captain Gordon Larson at
626-5775 in Seattle.
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